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Foreword 

It is easy to suppose that the books that make up the Bible are set apart from all other books and 

that they relate only to each other. The biblical writings are typically contained within the 

confines of a single volume, identified as “Holy Bible” and marked out from other books even by 

its physical appearance: leather covers, perhaps, or gilded page edges or especially fine quality 

paper or a double-column format. Yet the familiar single-volume Bible is far more characteristic 

of the second Christian millennium than of the first. In the early church there was no Bible—only 

“Scriptures” or “writings” occurring individually (as with most of the oldest gospel manuscripts) 

or in collections such as the Pauline letters. There is little or nothing in the physical appearance 

of the scriptural books to differentiate them from other books. It is true that early copies of the 

Christian Scriptures are normally codices (like a modern printed book) rather than scrolls. But 

the codex was originally the equivalent of a modern notebook or exercise book and had no 

association with sanctity. During the first Christian centuries, the codex format was increasingly 

extended to secular books as well. 

In one sense, these early Christian scriptural texts were already set apart in their usage, if 

not in their appearance. They can be referred to as the Holy Scriptures—holy writings—and there 

was much debate about which texts qualified for canonical status and which did not. Most of 

their early interpreters move freely between one scriptural writing and another but are less likely 

to seek connections with texts outside the canonical boundary. Yet users of the Christian 

Scriptures also read and valued other texts. We know this because so much of the surviving 

Jewish literature from the Second Temple period was preserved within Christian rather than 

Jewish communities. Some of the most important of these texts have survived only because they 

were thought worthy of translation into languages such as Armenian, Church Slavonic, or 

Ethiopic (Ge’ez), in the expectation that Christian readers would benefit from reading them 

alongside the canonical literature. 

These texts are highly diverse, catering to all theological tastes and abilities. For the 

Christian intellectual, the philosophical theology of Philo of Alexandria revealed unsuspected 

depths beneath the simple surface of 
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Genesis or the rest of the Pentateuch. The writings of Josephus provided a wealth of historical 

information about the Jewish context of Jesus and the early Christians. Texts attributed to Enoch, 

Ezra, and Baruch stirred the imagination of the apocalyptically inclined, helping them to view the 

present world in the light of its unseen but greater heavenly counterpart. A great store of practical 

advice for Christian living could be found in the Book of the All-Virtuous Wisdom of Ben Sira, 

commonly called Sirach. The Book of Tobit provided both edification and entertainment. In their 

different ways, these texts engaged with many, if not all, of the fundamental issues of Christian 

Scripture. Even though they were not themselves scriptural and their teaching was not regarded 

as infallible, they were valued for the light they could shed on the canonical texts. No one seems 

to have worried that the holiness of the Holy Scriptures is compromised when they are read 

alongside nonscriptural texts that share a concern with the scriptural subject matter. 

The present book seeks to foster this ancient practice of reading a scriptural text—here, 

Paul’s letter to the Romans—alongside relevant non-scriptural texts. This should not be 

dismissed as a purely modern scholarly practice, serving only to distract readers of the Bible 

from the things that really matter. Contributors to this book are united in the conviction that 

patient engagement with selected non-Pauline texts enhances and enriches our understanding of 

Paul himself. Paul presents himself as “set apart for the gospel of God” (Rom 1:1), but that does 

not mean that his texts must be read in total isolation from non-scriptural counterparts that share 

his concern with God and humankind, sin and righteousness, Scripture and covenant, creation 

and salvation. Indeed, Paul’s texts will be diminished if we read them in a vacuum. Their 

Christian radicalism comes to light only if we allow them to converse with related texts that 

share some of their core concerns but understand them differently. 

FRANCIS WATSON, DURHAM UNIVERSITY, UK 
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The text lives only by coming into contact with another text (with context). Only at the point of this contact between 

texts does a light flash, illuminating both the posterior and anterior, joining a given text to a dialogue. 

M. M. Bakhtin 

Paul’s letter to the Romans is widely celebrated as the apostle’s clearest and fullest exposition of the good 

news concerning Jesus Christ. As William Tyndale lauded, “[It] is the principal and most excellent part of 

the New Testament, and the most pure Euangelion, that is to say glad tidings and that we call gospel.”
1
 

Writing from Corinth toward the end of his third missionary journey in AD 57, Paul wrote Romans 

in part to win support for his anticipated mission to Spain. To that end, he aimed in the letter to introduce 

himself to the believers in Rome, to summarize his theology, and to offer pastoral wisdom to troubled 

Christians and divided house churches.
2
 Over the course of sixteen chapters, Paul incorporates many of his 

favorite theological themes, including sin, death, law, justification, participation (“in/with Christ”), the 

Spirit, and ethnic reconciliation. Given its careful argumentation and nearly comprehensive coverage, it is 

easy to see why Romans has remained at the center of Christian discourse throughout church history and 

continues to be cherished by believers the world over. As Martin Luther memorably wrote, “It is impos-

sible to read or to meditate on this letter too much or too well.”
3
 

Not all readings of Romans, however, are equally insightful. Romans, like the rest of the Bible, was 

written at a time and in a culture quite different from our own. Accordingly, reading Scripture well, as 

most biblical studies students 

 

 

1. ‘William Tyndale, “A Prologue upon the Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans,” as quoted by F. F. Bruce, 

History of the Bible in English (Cambridge: Lutterworth, 1979), 45. 

2. On the many purposes of Romans, see Richard N. Longenecker, Introducing Romans: Critical Issues in 

Paul’s Most Famous Letter (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2011), 92-166. 

3. Martin Luther, “Preface to the Letter of St. Paul to the Romans” (1522), in D. Martin Luther: Die 

gantze Heilige Schrifft Deudsch 1545 aufs new zurericht (ed. Hans Volz and Heinz Blanke, trans. Bro. Andrew 

Thornton; Munich: Roger & Bernhard, 1972), 2:2254-68. 
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will know, requires careful consideration of a passage’s historical-cultural context. The study of 

Romans is no different. And although it is true that some contextual awareness is better than 

none, it is also true that not every contextual observation has equal bearing on determining the 

meaning of a passage. 

The History of Religions School of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, for 

example, exposed an array of parallels between the religious beliefs and practices of various 

ancient Mediterranean societies and those of the earliest Christian communities.
4 

Yet subsequent 

scholarship has demonstrated the irrelevance of many of those parallels for NT studies in general 

and the study of Romans in particular, especially relative to the Jewish context of early 

Christianity. Most notably, Albert Schweitzer argued that Pauline theology—specifically the 

Pauline doctrine of Christ-mysticism (being “in Christ”)—rather than being a product of 

Hellenism, should be studied within the worldview of Jewish apocalyptic.
5
 Many of 

Schweitzer’s contributions would fail to be accepted in his own day; in fact, most now would 

agree that he too easily separated Judaism from Hellenism.
6
 Nevertheless, influential scholars 

such as W. D. Davies, Ernst Kasemann, and E. P. Sanders later stood on Schweitzer’s shoulders 

by offering thorough readings of Paul in the light of his Jewish theological context.
7
 

The impact of Sanders’s Paul and Palestinian Judaism has been especially long-standing. 

While Sanders conceded that identifying parallel motifs in Paul and his Jewish contemporaries 

can be illuminating, he has been influential in challenging students of Paul to go beyond 

detecting surface-level similarities to conducting close comparative readings of Jewish and 

Pauline texts. “What is needed,” Sanders insisted, “is a comparison which takes account of both 

the numerous agreements and the disagreements—not only the disagreements as stated by Paul, 

but those evident from the Jewish side, the discrepancy between Paul’s depiction of Judaism and 

Judaism as reflected in Jewish 

 

 

4. The History of Religions School (religionsgeschichtliche Schule) refers to a group of German 

Protestant scholars who saw OT/NT communities as religions in their own historical environments and 

studied them in comparison with other Mediterranean religions of the time. Cf. Richard N. Soulen and R. 

Kendall Soulen, Handbook of Biblical Criticism (4th ed.; Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2011), 180-

81. 

5. Albert Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle (trans. W. Montgomery; Baltimore: John 

Hopkins University Press, 1998), 26-40. 

6. See, e.g., Troels Engberg-Pedersen, ed., Paul beyond the Judaism/Hellenism Divide (Louisville: 

Westminster John Knox, 2001). 

7. W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism: Some Rabbinic Elements in Pauline Theology (London: 

SPCK, 1948); Ernst Kasemann, New Testament Questions of Today (trans. W. J. Montague; New 

Testament Library; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1969); idem, Perspectives on Paul (trans. M. Kohl; 

Philadelphia: Fortress, 1971); E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism: A Comparison of Patterns of 

Religion (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977). 
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sources.”
8
 Sanders’s own approach was to conduct a large-scale comparison between early 

Judaism and Pauline Christianity, tracing especially how Paul and his contemporaries understood 

“getting in” and “staying in” the people of God. Sanders studied numerous types of Jewish 

literature and argued that there was a common “pattern of religion” shared by most branches of 

Second Temple Judaism—a pattern that Sanders labeled “covenantal nomism” and believed 

should be differentiated from Paul’s own theological framework.
9
 Not all of the details of 

Sanders’s readings of Jewish and Pauline texts have been accepted. Nevertheless, as a result of his 

work, Pauline scholars today are more aware than ever of the importance of interpreting Paul’s 

letters in their Second Temple Jewish context and in close relation to contemporary Jewish 

literature.
10

 

Even so, many Christians, especially in the evangelical tradition, remain suspicious of 

extracanonical literature and its value for biblical interpretation. For some, this is simply a matter 

of canonicity—those books lying outside of Scripture should not be allowed to influence 

Christian, especially post-Reformation, theology.
11

 For others, it is a matter of utility. John Piper 

is a case in point. In his widely publicized critique of N. T. Wright’s understanding of Pauline 

theology, Piper directs his initial criticism toward Wright’s biblical-theological methodology—

namely, his extensive reliance on extra-biblical sources. Rather than encouraging Christians to 

explore the Bible’s theological claims by reading them in the light of early Jewish literature, Piper 

cautions that “not all biblical-theological methods and categories are illuminating, for “first-

century ideas can be used (inadvertently) to distort and silence what the New Testament writers 

intended to say.”
12

 According to Piper, 

 

8. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 12. 

9. James D. G. Dunn and others, however, believe that Paul’s theological framework fits Sand-ers’s 

description of covenantal nomism (“The New Perspective on Paul,”B/RL 65 (1983).: 95-122; reprinted in 

The New Perspective on Paul [rev. ed.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008], 99-120). 

10. Most scholarly responses to Sanders and the so-called New Perspective on Paul have likewise 

offered close readings of Jewish texts and comparisons of them with Paul’s letters. See, e.g., A. Andrew 

Das, Paul, the Law, and the Covenant (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2001); Simon J. Gathercole, Where Is 

Boasting? Early Jewish Soteriology and Paul’s Response in Romans 1-5 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002); 

D. A. Carson, Peter T. O’Brien, and Mark A. Seifrid, eds., Justification and Variegated Nomism: Volume 

1—The Complexities of Second Temple Judaism (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2001); Francis Watson, Paul and 

the Hermeneutics of Faith (London: T&T Clark, 2004); John M. G. Barclay and Simon J. Gathercole, eds., 

Divine and Human Agency in Paul and His Cultural Environment (LNTS 335; EEC; London: T&T Clark, 

2007). 

11. This reaction goes beyond that of Martin Luther, however, who famously insisted that the books of 

the Apocrypha “are not held as equal to the sacred Scriptures, and nevertheless are useful and good to 

read” (cited in The Apocrypha: The Lutheran Edition with Notes [St. Louis: Concordia, 2012], xviii). 

12. John Piper, The Future of Justification: A Response to N. T. Wright (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2007), 

33-34. See also Piper’s video conversation with D. A. Carson, “Mastered by the Book” 
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such exegetical distortion can occur in at least three ways: “misunderstanding the sources,” 

“assuming agreement with a source when there is no agreement,” and “misapplying the meaning 

of a source.”
13

 He concludes, “It will be salutary, therefore, for scholars and pastors and laypeople 

who do not spend much of their time reading first-century literature to have a modest skepticism 

when an overarching concept or worldview from the first century is used to give ‘new’ or ‘fresh’ 

interpretations to biblical texts that in their own context do not naturally give rise to these 

interpretations.”
14

 

While we share Piper’s desire to interpret the NT accurately in the service of the church, 

much contemporary scholarship demonstrates that Piper’s misgivings fail to appreciate the many 

advantages of utilizing Second Temple Jewish literature for illuminating the meaning of the NT. 

Obviously, misreadings and misapplications of ancient texts remain real dangers in biblical 

studies; over half a century ago Samuel Sandmel warned the academy against illegitimate uses of 

background material, such as “parallelomania.”
15

 Accordingly, the appropriate solution to the 

misuse of comparative literature is not its outright dismissal, but its responsible handling by 

students of Scripture. As Wright asserts in response to Piper, “Of course literature like the Dead 

Sea Scrolls, being only recently discovered, has not been so extensively discussed, and its context 

remains highly controversial. But to say that we already have ‘contextual awareness’ of the Bible 

while screening out the literature or culture of the time can only mean that we are going to rely on 

the ‘contextual awareness’ of earlier days.”
16

 Bruce Metzger similarly assessed the importance of 

early Jewish literature (esp. the Apocrypha) for biblical studies over a half century ago: 

Though it would be altogether extravagant to call the Apocrypha the keystone of 

the two Testaments, it is not too much to regard these 

 

 

(http://thegospelcoalition.orgiblogsitgc/2011/07/25/mastered-by-the-book/). Pauline scholar Tom Holland 

shares many of the same misgivings as Piper, insisting that the use of Second Temple Jewish sources in 

NT studies has “polluted the academic process and significantly distorted the conclusions of scholarship by 

imposing an extraneous and poorly constructed meaning on the New Testament text” (Contours of Pauline 

Theology: A Radical New Survey of the Influences on Paul’s Biblical Writings [Fearn, Ross-Shire, 

Scotland: Mentor, 2004], 51-68, here at 54). Cf.Tom Holland, Romans: The Divine Marriage—A Biblical 

Theological Commentary (Eugene, OR: Pickwick, 2011), 23-26. 

13. Piper, Future of Justification, 34-36. Importantly, E. P. Sanders warned of a similar danger without 

dismissing the use of Jewish parallel material altogether: “Parallels are often illuminating, as long as one 

does not jump from’parallel’to’influence’to’identity of thought’ (Paul and Palestinian Judaism, 11). 

14. Piper, Future of Justification, 36. 

15. Samuel Sandmel,”Parallelomania,”JBL 81 (1962): 1-13. 

16. N. T. Wright, Justification: God’s Plan and Paul’s Vision (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2009), 

48. 

http://thegospelcoalition.orgiblogsitgc/2011/07/25/mastered-by-the-book/)
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intertestamental books as an historical hyphen that serves a useful function in 

bridging what to most readers of the Bible is a blank of several hundred years. To 

neglect what the Apocrypha have to tell us about the development of Jewish life 

and thought during those critical times is as foolish as to imagine that one can 

understand the civilization and culture of America today by passing from colonial 

days to the twentieth century without taking into account the industrial and social 

revolution of the intervening centuries.
17

 

Piper seems particularly anxious about the illegitimate imposition of external meaning onto 

the biblical text. That is a fair concern. What he fails to realize, however, is that many 

comparative studies are interested just as much, if not more, in exposing the theological 

differences between texts as observing their similarities. To interpret his letters rightly, then, 

students of Paul must not ignore Second Temple Jewish literature, but must engage it with 

frequency, precision, and a willingness to acknowledge theological continuity and discontinuity. 

But while monographs that situate Paul within Judaism abound, there exist virtually no 

nontechnical resources for beginning and intermediate students to assist them in seeing firsthand 

how Paul is similar to and yet different from his Jewish contemporaries. This volume seeks to 

investigate Paul’s relationship with Second Temple Judaism by bringing together a series of 

accessible essays that compare and contrast the perspectives and hermeneutical practices of Paul 

and his various kinsmen. Going beyond an introduction that merely surveys historical events and 

theological themes, this book examines select passages in Second Temple Jewish literature to 

illuminate the context of Paul’s theology and the nuances of his thinking. 

To provide focus, the volume concentrates on Paul’s letter to the Romans, a suitable target 

text on numerous counts. As noted above, Romans is Paul’s most comprehensive letter, 

addressing nearly all of the issues that arise elsewhere in the Pauline corpus. Following … the 

progression of Romans, each chapter in the volume (1) pairs a major unit of the letter with one or 

more sections of a thematically related Jewish text, (2) introduces and explores the theological 

nuances of the comparator text, and (3) shows how the ideas in the comparator text illuminate 

those expressed in Romans. The end of each chapter also contains a short list of other thematically 

relevant Second Temple 

 

17. Bruce M. Metzger, An Introduction to the Apocrypha (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1957), 

151-52. See also David A. deSilva, The Jewish Teachers of Jesus, James, and Jude: What Earliest 

Christianity Learned from the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013). 
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Jewish texts recommended for additional study and a focused bibliography pointing students to 

critical editions and higher-level discussions in scholarly literature. Finally, at the end of the book 

is a glossary where readers will find definitions of important terms. Whether one reads the entire 

book or only a few essays, it is our hope that readers will gain a new appreciation for extra-

biblical Jewish texts, begin to see the many benefits of studying the NT alongside its 

contemporary literature, and acquire a better understanding of Paul and his letter to the Romans. 

Before proceeding to our comparisons, however, it is necessary briefly to survey the events 

of the Second Temple Period and the literature that it produced. 

INTRODUCING THE SECOND TEMPLE PERIOD AND EARLY JEWISH 

LITERATURE FROM THE FIRST TEMPLE PERIOD TO THE SECOND 

In the exodus, a pivotal event in the history of national Israel, Abraham’s family was liberated 

from Pharaoh after nearly four centuries of forced labor. The Israelites were led by God into the 

desert and given the Mosaic Law at Sinai to regulate Hebrew life and religion, with the sacrificial 

system at the center of their community (Exod 19:1-8). Separated from the nations through their 

distinctive way of life (Lev 20:22-26), the Israelites were to keep the commandments that God 

had given them, lest they profane the holy covenant and be exiled from the land of promise (Lev 

26:14-39; Deut 28:15-68; 30:15-20). 

From the conquest of Canaan to the end of the united monarchy, the nation inhabited the 

land for almost five hundred years. During that era, King Solomon built the first temple in the 

mid-tenth century, fulfilling David’s original aspiration for the project (1 Kgs 6:1-8:66). After 

Solomon’s death, the kingdom divided and, following a series of evil rulers, Israel’s northern ten 

tribes (the kingdom of Israel/Samaria) were captured and exiled by Assyria in 722 BC (2 Kgs 

17:1-23; 18:9-12). The southern two tribes (the kingdom of Judah) ultimately fared no better. By 

the beginning of the sixth century the Babylonians had waged war on Jerusalem, and in 586 BC, 

King Nebuchadnezzar destroyed the city, including the first temple, and exiled many of its 

inhabitants (2 Kgs 24:10-25:21; 2 Chr 36:17-21). 

The Babylonian captivity marks a low point in Israel’s history. The nation had faced the full 

brunt of the Deuteronomic curses as a result of their covenant disobedience. Consequently, the 

Israelites were without a homeland, just as Yahweh had promised would happen through Moses 

and the prophets. 
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But even before their captivity, God had also promised he would return his scattered people 

to the land and fully restore the nation (Lev 26:40-45; Deut 30:1-10; 32:34-43; Isa 40:1-66:24; Jer 

30:1-31:40; Ezek 36:8-37:28). Israel was to experience the glory of its former days, and, as it 

would turn out, they did not remain under Babylonian rule for long. In 539 BC, Cyrus of Persia 

conquered Babylon and famously decreed that all exiles could return to their ancestral homelands 

(2 Chr 36:22-23; Ezra 1:1-4). Many Israelites therefore gradually returned to and rebuilt 

Jerusalem. Zerubbabel was instrumental in the rebuilding of the temple, while Nehemiah oversaw 

the construction of the city walls (Ezra 3:8-6:15; Neh 2:9-6:15). It is the building of this second 

temple in 516 BC that marks the beginning of the Second Temple Period. 

The newly renovated city, however, was not what was promised. When Israel’s returnees 

gazed at the new temple’s foundation, some celebrated and others cried over its unimpressive 

stature (Ezra 3:10-13; Hag 2:3). Israel’s promised restoration had not arrived at the hands of Ezra 

and Nehemiah. As the centuries to follow would demonstrate, the peace and prosperity God swore 

to his people had yet to be realized in the period immediately following the Babylonian exile. 

Instead, generation after generation witnessed subjugation and suffering at the hands of still other 

foreign powers—namely, Medo-Persia, Greece, and Rome—and these experiences significantly 

colored the texts these Jews produced. 

Israel survived under the rule of the Medo-Persian Empire from 539 to about 332 BC, when 

the Greek Empire, led by Alexander the Great, conquered the known world. Alexander’s rule 

would not last long. Following his death in 323 BC, Alexander’s territories were partitioned 

among his military generals, who established their own kingdoms (e.g., the Ptolemaic Kingdom in 

Egypt and the Seleucid Kingdom in Syria) and continued the former emperor’s systematic spread 

of Hellenism, or Greek culture (1 Macc 1:1-9; 2 Macc 4:7-17). These kingdoms, which were often 

embroiled in war with one another, also created challenges for the Jews, who were positioned 

geographically between them. The Seleucid Kingdom in particular, under the rule of Antiochus 

IV Epiphanes in 167 BC, raided Jerusalem (1 Macc 1:20-40), desecrated the temple (1:47, 54, 

59), outlawed observance of the covenant (1:41-53), and prohibited possession of the Torah (1:56-

57). In his pursuit of Hellenization, Antiochus banned the Jews’ customs (1:41-44) and violently 

forced their assimilation (1:50, 57-58, 60-64). But Antiochus’s persecution was not passively 

tolerated. The Jewish resistance that arose in response (the Maccabean Revolt, 167-142 BC) 

resulted in the Jews’ repossession of the 
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land, rededication of the temple, and institution of the festival of Hanukkah (1 Macc 4:36-59; 

Josephus, Ant. 12.316-325). 

With the renewed national sovereignty of the Hasmoneans (the family that led the 

Maccabean Revolt), various groups held differing opinions about how to manage the political and 

temple leadership of Israel. This infighting eventually led to the weakening of the Jewish national 

leadership, and Pompey, a Roman general contemporaneous with Julius Caesar, seized control of 

Israel in 63 BC, making it a territory of the Roman republic. Although Rome largely tolerated 

Jewish religious practices, pressures leading toward political, cultural, and religious assimilation 

were ever-present. Eventually, the Zealots (a Jewish resistance group) fomented the hopes of 

another successful revolt. But the Romans, under the soon-to-be emperor Titus, defeated the Jews 

and destroyed the second temple in AD 70 (Josephus, J.W. 6.220-270), thus bringing an end to the 

Second Temple Period. 

The Second Temple Period (516 BC—AD 70) began with the Jews under the control of the 

Persians and ended under the control of the Romans. This was, without question, a time of crisis 

for the Jewish people, and devout men and women reflected on their experiences in a variety of 

ways. With the pressures from a consecutive transfer of foreign nations pushing the Jews toward 

assimilation, numerous Second Temple Jewish literary works preserve their thoughts and hopes 

about God and life in the covenant. These reflections survive in the numerous literary works 

produced during this period. We turn now to survey these texts. 

OVERVIEW OF SECOND TEMPLE JEWISH LITERATURE 

The Second Temple Jewish writings were composed by numerous authors in multiple languages 

over several hundred years. Moreover, they derive from geographical provenances extending over 

much of the ancient Near East. Thus, there is no easy way to characterize or categorize these 

texts. Still, scholarly surveys of ancient Judaism normally assign individual Second Temple 

Jewish texts to one of three main literary bodies—the Septuagint, the Apocrypha, and the 

Pseudepigrapha — collections that were unrecognized by the original authors, having been 

determined by later editors and/or scholars. Accordingly, these corpuses overlap in different 

places. 

The Septuagint (abbreviated LXX) is a collection of Jewish texts in Greek that includes the 

Greek translation of the OT, as well as other Jewish writings. It was the most widely used Greek 

version of Jewish scriptures in antiquity, though other Greek versions also existed. The OT 

Apocrypha (also called 
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the deuterocanonical books) are a subset of the texts found in the Septuagint (though not in the 

Hebrew Bible) that were accepted as authoritative by patristic (and medieval) Christians and 

included in the Vulgate (a Latin translation that became the authoritative version for the medieval 

church).
18

 Different Christian groups have variations in their canonical lists related to the 

Apocrypha, but the primary collection includes the books of Tobit, Judith, Additions to Esther, the 

Wisdom of Solomon, Sirach (Ecclesiasticus), Baruch, Epistle of Jeremiah, Additions to Daniel 

(the Prayer of Azariah, the Song of the Three Young Men, Susanna, and Bel and the Dragon), and 

1 and 2 Maccabees. Certain Christian traditions also afford special status to works such as 1 and 2 

Esdras (= “Ezra”in Greek), the Prayer of Manasseh, and Psalm 151. In addition to the Greek 

translation of the Hebrew Bible and what later became known as the Apocrypha, the LXX ( also 

includes, in certain copies, the books of 3 Maccabees, 4 Maccabees, 1 Esdras, Psalms of Solomon, 

and Odes of Solomon (including the Prayer of Manasseh). 

The OT Pseudepigrapha (meaning “falsely attributed writings”) is a diverse body of ancient 

Jewish works, many of which claim to be authored by famous OT persons, although they did not 

write them. Some Septuagint works mentioned above are also falsely attributed. For example, 

neither the Wisdom of Solomon nor Psalms of Solomon were authored by Israel’s third king, 

though they bear his name.
19

 In distinction to the Septuagint and the Apocrypha as (relatively) 

fixed bodies of texts, all early Jewish religious literature not considered to be (deutero)canonical is 

commonly placed in the open category of Pseudepigrapha —aside from Philo, Josephus, and the 

Dead Sea Scrolls.
20

 

While these classifications (esp. Apocrypha) are widely used and indeed useful for 

classifying texts that may be considered authoritative in certain religious traditions, an alternative 

and more descriptive way to group these writings is according to genre. We survey the main early 

Jewish literary genres below.
21

 

The first early Jewish literary genre to be familiar with is history. Several works fall into this 

category, including 1-2 Esdras and 1-2 Maccabees. The 

 

 

18. The canonical status of these texts for patristic Christians is unclear, but they did treat them as 

authoritative. These texts were later included in the OT by Roman Catholic and Orthodox Christians 

because of their reception by the church in the patristic period. 

19. It is conventional to italicize the titles of noncanonical and nondeuterocanonical works; cf. Patrick H. 

Alexander et al., eds., The SBL Handbook of Style: For Ancient Near Eastern, Biblical, and Early 

Christian Studies (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1999), 73-81. 

20. Loren T. Stuckenbruck, “Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha,”in Early Judaism: A Comprehensive 

Overview (ed. J. J. Collins and D. C. Harlow; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2012), 173-203, at 191-92. 

21. Our overview generally follows the categories of James C.VanderKam, An Introduction to Early 

Judaism (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 53-173. 
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books of 1-2 Esdras (Vulgate) refer to the books of Ezra and Nehemiah and thus report Israel’s 

immediate postexilic history.
22

 The books of 1-2 Maccabees chronicle important events between 

the biblical Testaments, including the Maccabean Revolt. Together, the early Jewish histories are 

essential for understanding the events, influences, challenges, and commitments of the Second 

Temple Jewish people. 

A second early Jewish literary genre is tales. According to James Vander-Kam, these are 

“stories with no serious claim to historicity but [which] aim to inculcate wise teachings through 

the stories and the speeches they narrate.”
23

 To this category belong such books as Tobit, Judith, 

Susanna, 3 Maccabees, and the Letter of Aristeas. These works normally cast important, 

sometimes heroic, men and women at the center of their narratives in order to model Jewish piety 

and inspire trust in God’s promises. 

Our third genre is rewritten Scripture. Often books belonging to this group also take a 

narrative form, since these works typically reproduce, paraphrase, and elaborate on the accounts 

of specific OT events and characters. To this category belong such books as Jubilees (a retelling 

of the biblical events from creation to Mount Sinai) and the Genesis Apocryphon (an expansion of 

select patriarchal narratives). Also considered by some scholars as rewritten Scripture are the Life 

of Adam and Eve (an account of the advent of death and restoration of life) and the Testaments of 

the Twelve Patriarchs (an elaboration on Jacob’s final words to his twelve sons in Gen 49). Works 

such as these are important for demonstrating how biblical literature was interpreted during the 

Second Temple Period, when exegetical commentaries were quite rare.
24

 

Fourth among the early Jewish literary genres is apocalypse, which normally consists of 

otherworldly visions given to a human recipient (seer) through the mediation of a supernatural, 

sometimes angelic, being. Most Jewish apocalypses were written during times of great distress—

especially during Seleucid oppression and following Rome’s destruction of the Jewish temple. 

Apocalypses therefore seek to bring comfort to suffering Jewish communities by providing a 

heavenly perspective on past, present, and future events. Often coded in elaborate symbolism, 

these visions typically anticipate the eventual cessation of evil and political oppression. Early 

Jewish apocalypses include 

 

 

22. The contents of 1-2 Esdras differ in the ancient Greek (LXX) and Latin (Vulgate) corpuses in which 

they were transmitted. The title 2 Esdras, for instance, can refer to the apocalyptic work also known as 4 

Ezra; in other cases it refers to the book of Nehemiah (Vulgate), or to the books of Ezra and Nehemiah 

combined (LXX). 

23. VanderKam, Introduction to Early Judaism, 69. 

24. Cf. Molly M. Zahn, “Rewritten Scripture,”in The Oxford Handbook of the Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. T. 

H. Lim and J. J. Collins; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 323-36. 
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4 Ezra, the Sibylline Oracles, the Testament of Moses, and several portions of 1 Enoch: the Book 

of Watchers (1 En. 1-36); the Similitudes/Parables of Enoch (1 En. 37-71); the Astronomical Book 

(1 En. 72-82); the Book of Dreams (1 En. 83-90); and the Apocalypse of Weeks (1 En. 93:1-10; 

91:11-17). 

The fifth and sixth genres, poetry and Wisdom literature, are similar in both content and 

style to their antecedent biblical literature (Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes). Hebrew poems 

are normally songs of praise and lament utilizing meter and structural parallelism. The songs 

written during this period of Jewish history commonly entreat the Lord for deliverance from pain 

and oppression. Examples include the Psalms of Solomon, the Prayer of Manasseh, the Prayer of 

Azariah, and the Song of the ThreeYoung Men. Wisdom literature appeals to common experience 

in order to instruct people how to live virtuously. Examples include Sirach (Ecclesiasticus), the 

Wisdom of Solomon, and perhaps Baruch and the Epistle of Enoch (1 En. 91-108).” 

Three additional collections deserve special mention, the origins of which we know far 

more about than the various works previously surveyed. First are the works of Philo (c. 20 BC—

AD 50). A Diaspora Jew from Alexandria, Egypt, heavily influenced by Platonism, Philo 

authored numerous philosophical treatises and exegetical studies on the Pentateuch. Second are 

the books of the historian Josephus (AD 37—c. 100). Once a Jewish Pharisee and military leader, 

Josephus was taken captive during the Jerusalem War against Rome and eventually became a 

Roman citizen and dependent of Emperor Vespasian. Josephus’s four extant works include a 

history of the Jewish people (Jewish Antiquities), an account of the Jerusalem War (Jewish War), 

a work in defense of Judaism and the Jewish way of life (Against Apion), and an autobiography 

(The Life). Third are the Dead Sea Scrolls. Although many of the scrolls discovered near Qumran 

are ancient copies of the OT or versions of apocryphal and pseudepigraphal texts (e.g., Tobit, 1 

Enoch, Jubilees), most are sectarian documents—works that describe how the Dead Sea 

community originated and was organized, and how members of the community should live and 

worship. These works are labeled by the Qumran cave number in which they were found (1Q, 4Q, 

etc.) and a cataloging number, though many have other shortened names describing their content 

(e.g., 1QS = Rule of the Community; 1QH = HodayotIThanksgiving Hymns; 4QMMT = Some 

Works of the Law). 

Our goal here has been only to provide a concise overview of certain foundational elements 

for understanding early Jewish history and literature. For a full account, the reader should consult 

the resources listed below. Having 

 

 

25. VanderKam, Introduction to Early Judaism, 115-24. 
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oriented ourselves to Paul’s Jewish context, we now turn to read Romans in conversation with 

some of these Second Temple Jewish texts. 
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